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Abstract The need for transparency of predictive sys-
tems based on Machine Learning algorithms arises as a
consequence of their ever-increasing proliferation in the
industry. Whenever black-box algorithmic predictions
influence human affairs, the inner workings of these al-
gorithms should be scrutinised and their decisions ex-
plained to the relevant stakeholders, including the sys-
tem engineers, the system’s operators and the individu-
als whose case is being decided. While a variety of in-
terpretability and explainability methods is available,
none of them is a panacea that can satisfy all diverse
expectations and competing objectives that might be
required by the parties involved. We address this chal-
lenge in this paper by discussing the promises of Inter-
active Machine Learning for improved transparency of
black-box systems using the example of contrastive ex-
planations – a state-of-the-art approach to Interpretable
Machine Learning.
Specifically, we show how to personalise counterfac-
tual explanations by interactively adjusting their con-
ditional statements and extract additional explanations
by asking follow-up “What if?” questions. Our experi-
ence in building, deploying and presenting this type of
system allowed us to list desired properties as well as
potential limitations, which can be used to guide the de-
velopment of interactive explainers. While customising
the medium of interaction, i.e., the user interface com-
prising of various communication channels, may give an
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impression of personalisation, we argue that adjusting
the explanation itself and its content is more important.
To this end, properties such as breadth, scope, context,
purpose and target of the explanation have to be con-
sidered, in addition to explicitly informing the explainee
about its limitations and caveats. Furthermore, we dis-
cuss the challenges of mirroring the explainee’s mental
model, which is the main building block of intelligible
human-machine interactions. We also deliberate on the
risks of allowing the explainee to freely manipulate the
explanations and thereby extracting information about
the underlying predictive model, which might be lever-
aged by malicious actors to steal or game the model.
Finally, building an end-to-end interactive explainabil-
ity system is a challenging engineering task; unless the
main goal is its deployment, we recommend “Wizard
of Oz” studies as a proxy for testing and evaluating
standalone interactive explainability algorithms.
Keywords Interactive · Personalised · Explanations ·
Counterfactuals
1 Introduction
Given the opaque, “black-box” nature of complex Ma-
chine Learning (ML) systems, their deployment in
mission-critical domains is limited by the extent to
which they can be interpreted or validated. In partic-
ular, predictions, (trained) models and (training) data
should be accounted for. One way to achieve this is
by “transparency by design”, so that all components
of a predictive system are “glass boxes”, i.e., ante-hoc
transparency [33]. Alternatively, transparency might be
achieved with post-hoc tools, which have the advantage
of not limiting the choice of a predictive model in ad-
vance [30]. The latter approaches can either be model-
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specific or model-agnostic [32]. Despite this wide range
of available tools and techniques, many of them are non-
interactive, providing the explainee (a recipient of an
explanation) with a single explanation that has been
optimised according to some predefined metric. While
some of these methods simply cannot be customised by
the end user without an in-depth understanding of their
inner workings, others can take direct input from users
with a varying level of domain expertise: from a lay
audience – e.g., selecting regions of an image in order
to query their influence on the classification outcome –
to domain experts – e.g., tuning explanation paramet-
ers such as the importance of neighbouring data points.
A particular risk of a lack of interaction and personal-
isation mechanisms is that the explanation may not al-
ways align with users’ expectations, reducing its overall
value and usefulness.
Allowing the user to guide and customise an ex-
planation can benefit the transparency of a predict-
ive system by making it more suitable and appealing
to the explainee, for example, by adjusting its content
and complexity. Therefore, personalisation can be un-
derstood as modifying an explanation or an explanatory
process to answer user-specific questions. For counter-
factual explanations of the form: “had feature X been
different, the prediction of the model would have been
different too”, these can be user-defined constrains on
the number and type of features (X) that can and can-
not appear in the conditional statement. Delegating the
task of customising and personalising explanations to
the end user via interaction mitigates the need for the
difficult process of modelling the user’s mental model
beforehand, rendering the task feasible and making the
whole process feel more natural, engaging and less frus-
trating.
In human interactions, understanding is naturally
achieved via an explanatory dialogue [26], possibly sup-
ported with visual aids. Mirroring this explanatory pro-
cess for ML transparency would make it attractive and
accessible to a wide audience. Furthermore, allowing
the user to customise explanations extends their utility
beyond ML transparency. The explainee can steer the
explanatory process to inspect fairness (e.g., identify bi-
ases towards protected groups1) [21], assess accountab-
ility (e.g., identify model errors such as non-monotonic
predictions with respect to monotonic features) [23] or
debug predictive models [20, 35]. In contrast to ML
tasks [13] – where any interaction may be impeded by
human-incomprehensible internal representations util-
ised by a predictive model – interacting with explain-
1 A protected group is a sub-population in a data set created
by fixing a value of a protected attribute such as age, gender
or ethnicity, which discriminating upon is illegal.
ability systems is feasible as the representation has to
be human-understandable in the first place, thereby
enabling a bi-directional communication. Interaction
with explanatory systems also allows incorporating new
knowledge into the underlying ML algorithm and build-
ing a mental model of the explainee, which will help to
customise the resulting explanations.
Consider the example of explaining an image with a
local surrogate method that relies upon super-pixel seg-
mentation (e.g., LIME algorithm introduced by Ribeiro
et al. [30]). While super-pixel discovery may be good at
separating colour patches based on their edges, these
segments do not often correspond to meaningful con-
cepts such as ears or a tail for a dog image – see Fig-
ure 1 for an example. The explanation can be person-
alised by allowing the explainee to merge and split seg-
ments before analysing their influence on the output of
a black-box model, thereby implicitly answering what
prompted the explainee to alter the segmentation. User
input is a welcome addition given the complexity of
images; a similar approach is possible for tabular and
text data, although user input is often unnecessary in
these two cases. For tabular data the explainee may se-
lect certain feature values that are of interest or create
meaningful binning for some of the continuous features;
for text data (treated as a bag of words) the user may
group some words into a phrase that conveys the correct
meaning in that particular sentence. This exchange of
knowledge between the explainee and the explainability
system can considerably increase the quality of explan-
ations, but also poses a significant safety, security and
privacy risk. A malicious explainee may use such a sys-
tem to reveal sensitive data used to train the underlying
predictive (or explanatory) model, extract proprietary
model components, or learn its behaviour in an attempt
to game it (see Section 3.2).
After Miller’s [26] seminal work – inspired by ex-
planation research in the social sciences – drew at-
tention to the lack of human-aspect considerations in
the eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) literature
– with many such systems being designed by the tech-
nical community for the technical community [27] –
researchers started acknowledging the end user when
designing XAI solutions. While this has advanced hu-
man-centred design and validation of explanations pro-
duced by XAI systems, another of Miller’s insights re-
ceived relatively little attention: the interactive, dia-
logue-like nature of explanations. Many of the state-
of-the-art explainability approaches are static, one-off
systems that do not take user input or preferences into
consideration beyond the initial configuration and para-
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(a) Default segmentation. (b) User-merged segmentation.
Figure 1: Surrogate explainers of image classifiers require an interpretable representation – image segmentation –
to communicate the explanation to the user. These explainers try to identify segments of an image that influence
its classification the most, i.e., segments of high importance. Since the default outcome of image segmentation
(a) may be unintuitive, we encourage the explainee to personalise the segmentation (b) to represent meaningful
concepts.
metrisation [8, 9, 24, 30, 31, 40].2 While sometimes the
underlying explanatory algorithms are simply incapable
of a meaningful interaction, others do apply a technique
or utilise an explanatory artefact that can support it
in principle. Part of this trend can be attributed to the
lack of a well-defined protocol for evaluating interactive
explanations and the challenging process of assessing
their quality and effectiveness, which – in contrast to a
one-shot evaluation – is a software system engineering
challenge3 and requires time- and resource-consuming
user studies.
Schneider and Handali [34] noted that bespoke ex-
planations in AI – achieved through interaction or oth-
erwise – are largely absent within the existing literat-
ure. Research in this space usually touches upon three
aspects of “personalised” explanations. First, there are
interactive machine learning systems where the user in-
2 To clarify, the notion of interaction is with respect to the
explanation, e.g., the ability of the explainee to personalise
it, and not the overall interactiveness of the explainability
system.
3 Building such systems requires a range of diverse compon-
ents: user interface, natural language processing unit, natural
language generation module, conversation management sys-
tem and a suitable and well-designed XAI algorithm. Fur-
thermore, most of these components are domain-specific and
cannot be generalised beyond the selected data set and use
case.
put is harnessed to improve performance of a predictive
model or align the data processing with its operator’s
prior beliefs. While the classic active learning paradigm
dominates this space, Kulesza et al. [20] designed a sys-
tem that presents its users with classification explana-
tions to help them refine and personalise the predictive
task, hence focusing the interaction on the underlying
ML model and not the explanations. Similarly, Kim
et al. [14] introduced an interactive ML system with
an explainability component, allowing its users to alter
the data clustering based on their preferences. Secondly,
the work of Krause et al. [16] and Weld and Bansal [44]
focused on interactive (multi-modal) explainability sys-
tems. Here, the interaction allows the explainee to elicit
more information about an ML system by receiving a
range of diverse explanations derived from a collection
of XAI algorithms such as Partial Dependence (PD) [8]
and Individual Conditional Expectation (ICE) [9] plots.
While this body of research illustrates what such an in-
teraction (with multiple explanatory modalities) might
look like and persuasively argues its benefits [44], the
advocated interaction is mostly with respect to the
presentation medium itself – e.g., an interactive PD
plot – and cannot be used to customise and person-
alise the explanation per se. Thirdly, Madumal et al.
[25] and Schneider and Handali [34] developed theoret-
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ical frameworks for interactive, personalised explainab-
ility that prescribe the interaction protocol and design
of such systems. However, these theoretical foundations
have not yet been utilised to design and implement an
interactive explainability system coherent with XAI de-
siderata outlined by Miller [26], which could offer cus-
tomisable explanations. A more detailed overview and
discussion of the relevant literature is given in Section 2.
In this paper we propose an architecture of a truly
interactive explainability system, demonstrate how to
build such a system, analyse its desiderata, and exam-
ine how a diverse range of explanations can be per-
sonalised (Section 3). Furthermore, we discuss lessons
learnt from presenting it to both a technical and a lay
audience, and provide a plan for future research in this
direction (Section 4). As a first attempt to build an
XAI system that allows the explainee to customise and
personalise the explanations, we decided to use a de-
cision tree as the underlying predictive model. This
choice simplifies many steps of our initial study, allow-
ing us to validate (and guarantee correctness of) the
explanations and reduce the overall complexity of the
explanation generation and tuning process by inspect-
ing the structure of the underlying decision tree. Using
ante-hoc explanations derived from a single predictive
model also allows us to mitigate engineering challenges
that come with combining multiple independent XAI
algorithms as proposed by Weld and Bansal [44]. Fur-
thermore, a decision tree can provide a wide range of
diverse explanation types, many of which can be cus-
tomised and personalised. Specifically, for global model
explanations we provide
– model visualisation, and
– feature importance;
while as prediction explanations we provide
– decision rule – extracted from a root-to-leaf path,
– counterfactual – achieved by comparing decision
rules for different tree leaves, and
– exemplar – a similar training data point extracted
from the tree leaves.
When presented to the user, all of these explan-
ations span a wide range of explanatory artefacts in
visualisation (images) and textualisation (natural lan-
guage) domains, thereby allowing us to test the ex-
tent to which they can be interactively personalised.
Contrastive explanations, in particular class-contrast-
ive counterfactual statements, are the foundation of our
system. These take the form of: “had one of the attrib-
utes been different in a particular way, the classification
outcome would have changed as follows. . . .” Arguably,
they are the most suitable, natural and appealing ex-
planations targeted at humans [26, 40]. In addition to
all of their desired properties grounded in the social
sciences [26] and legal considerations [40], they can be
easily adapted to an interactive dialogue aimed at per-
sonalisation, which is not widely utilised. In our system
they are delivered in an interactive dialogue – a natural
language conversation, which is the most intuitive ex-
planatory mechanism [26]. In summary, our approach
aims to build a holistic and diverse interactive XAI sys-
tem where the interaction is focused on personalising
explanations (in accordance with Miller’s [26] notion
of XAI interactivity) as opposed to simply building an
XAI system that provides explanations interactively (to
explain different aspects of a black-box system using a
range of XAI algorithms) – a subtle but significant dif-
ference.
2 Background and Related Work
Throughout our research we have identified three dis-
tinct research strands in the literature that are relevant
to interactive explanations:
– interactive Artificial Intelligence and Machine
Learning (mostly from the perspective of Human-
Computer Interaction),
– interactive explainability tools, which are interact-
ive with respect to the user interface that delivers
the explanations, and
– theory of explanatory interactions, e.g., a natural
language dialogue, between two intelligent agents
(be them humans, machines or one of each).
The Human-Computer Interaction community has
identified the benefits of human input for tools powered
by AI and ML algorithms that extend beyond the act-
ive learning paradigm where people act as data labelling
oracles [2]. For example, consider a movie recommenda-
tion system where the user provides both explicit feed-
back, such as movie ratings, and implicit feedback, e.g.,
movies that the user did not finish watching. In order to
utilise the full potential of any feedback and ensure user
satisfaction, the users have to understand how their
input affects the system (in particular, its underlying
predictive model). Among others, the users should be
informed whether their feedback is incorporated into re-
commendations immediately or with a delay and how
does “liking” a movie influences future recommenda-
tions (e.g., similar genre and shared cast members).
Here, this understanding is mostly achieved (in the case
of user studies) by inviting the users to onboarding ses-
sions or (progressively) disclosing relevant information
via the user interface, hence the explanation is provided
outside of the autonomous system. These actions help
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the users build a correct mental model of the “intelli-
gent agent” allowing them to seamlessly interact with
it. Ideally, the users would develop a structural men-
tal model that gives them a deep and in-detailed un-
derstanding of how the ML or AI operates, however a
functional mental model (a shallow understanding) of-
ten suffices.
While explanations are often provided outside of the
interactive agents, several researchers showed how to
integrate them into the user interface of autonomous
systems [17, 19, 20, 14]. This is especially useful when
the system is dynamic – e.g., its underlying predictive
model evolves over time – in which case the explan-
ations support and inform users’ interaction with the
system and guide the users towards achieving the de-
sired objective. There are two prominent examples of
such systems in the literature. Kulesza et al. [20] de-
veloped an interactive topic-based Na¨ıve Bayes classi-
fier for electronic mail to help the users “debug” and
“personalise” the categorisation of emails. The users are
presented with explanations pertaining to every clas-
sified email – words in the email that contribute to-
wards and against a given class – and are allowed to
adjust the weights of these factors if they do not agree
with their premise, and hence refine and personalise
the model in a process which the authors call explan-
atory debugging [17, 19, 20]. Kim et al. [14] designed
a similar system where the users can interactively per-
sonalise clustering results – which are explained with
cluster centroids and prominent exemplars – by pro-
moting and demoting data points within each cluster.
In this literature, explanations of predictive models are
used to improve users’ understanding (mental model) of
an autonomous system to empower them to better util-
ise its capabilities (e.g., via improved personalisation)
by interactively providing beneficial input. Hence, AI
and ML explainability is not the main research object-
ive in this setting and the explanations are not inter-
active themselves.
The second research strand that we identified in the
literature covers interactive, multi-modal explainability
tools in AI and ML. These systems allow investigat-
ing a black-box model and its predictions by providing
the user with a variety of explanations produced with
a range of diverse explainability techniques delivered
via (an interactive) user interface. For example, Krause
et al. [16] built an interactive system that allows its
users to inspect Partial Dependence [8] of selected fea-
tures (model explanation) and investigate how chan-
ging feature values for an individual data point would
affect its classification (prediction explanation) [16, 15].
Whereas combining multiple explainability techniques
within a single system with a unified user interface is
feasible, ensuring coherence of the diverse explanations
that they produce poses significant challenges as some
of the explanations may be at odds with each other and
provide contradictory evidence for the same outcome.
Weld and Bansal [44] showed an idealised example of
such a system and persuasively argued its benefits, how-
ever they have not discussed how to mitigate the issue
with contradictory and competing explanations. While
both of these explainability tools are interactive, the in-
teraction is limited to the presentation medium of the
explanations and a choice of explainability technique,
which, we argue, is insufficient – the system is inter-
active but the explanation is not. Truly interactive ex-
planations allow the user to tweak, tune and personalise
them (i.e., their content) via an interaction, hence the
explainee is given an opportunity to guide them in a
direction that helps to answer selected questions.
The third research strand in the literature char-
acterises explanatory communication as interaction
between two intelligent agents [3, 43, 25, 34]. Arioua
and Croitoru [3] formalised explanatory dialogues in
Dung’s argumentation framework [6] and introduced
“questioning” dialogues to evaluate success of explana-
tions. Walton [43] introduced a similar shift model com-
posed of two distinct dialogue modes: an explanation
dialogue and an examination dialogue, where the latter
is used to evaluate the success of the former [41, 42, 43].
Madumal et al. [25] refined these two approaches and
proposed an interactive communication schema that
supports explanatory and questioning dialogues, which
also allow the explainee to formally challenge and argue
against some of the decisions and their explanations.
Madumal et al. [25] have also empirically evaluated
their explanatory dialogue protocol on text corpora to
show its flexibility and applicability to a range of dif-
ferent scenarios. Schneider and Handali [34] approached
this problem on a more conceptual level discussing in-
teractions with various explainability tools and show-
ing examples of how they could allow for personalised
explanation. Most of the work presented in this body
of literature is purely theoretical and has not yet been
embraced by practical explainability tools.
These diverse research strands come together to
help eXplainable AI and Interpretable Machine Learn-
ing (IML) researchers and practitioners design appeal-
ing and useful explainability tools with many of their
recommendations originating from explanatory inter-
actions between humans. Miller [26] reviewed a diverse
body of social sciences literature on human explana-
tions and proposed an agenda for human-centred ex-
planations in AI and ML. Miller et al. [27] noticed that
explainability systems built for autonomous agents and
predictive systems rarely ever consider the end users
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and their expectations as they are mostly “built by en-
gineers, for engineers.” Since then, XAI and IML re-
search has taken a more human-centred direction, with
many academics and engineers [40, 39, 34, 44, 12] eval-
uating their approaches against Miller’s guidelines to
help mitigate such issues.
Two of Miller’s recommendations are of particu-
lar importance: interactive, dialogue-like nature of ex-
planations and popularity of contrastive explanations
among humans. While interactivity of explanations [34]
has been investigated from various viewpoints in the lit-
erature (and discussed earlier in this section), explan-
ations delivered in a bi-directional conversation, giving
the explainee the opportunity to customise and per-
sonalise them, have not seen much uptake in practice.
One-off explanations are still the most popular oper-
ationalisation of explainability algorithms [34], where
the explainer outputs a one-size-fits-all explanation in
an attempt to make the behaviour of a predictive sys-
tem transparent. A slight improvement over this scen-
ario is to enable the explainer to account for user pref-
erences when generating the explanations [22, 29], but
this modality is not common either. Interactively per-
sonalising an explanation allows the users to adjust its
complexity to suit their background knowledge, exper-
ience and mental capacity; for example, explaining a
disease to a medical student should take a very dif-
ferent form from explaining it to a patient. Therefore,
an interactive system can satisfy a wide range of ex-
plainees’ expectations, including objectives other than
improving transparency such as inspecting individual
fairness of algorithmic predictions [21].
The prominence of contrastive statements in human
explanations is another important insight from the so-
cial sciences, which also highlights their capacity to be
interactively customised and personalised. In the recent
years this type of explanations has proliferated into the
XAI and IML literature in the form of class contrastive
counterfactual explanations: “had you earned twice as
much, your loan application would have been success-
ful.” This uptake can also be attributed to their legal
compliance [40] with the “right to explanation” intro-
duced by the European Union’s General Data Protec-
tion Regulation (GDPR). However, their capacity to
be customised and personalised is often overlooked in
practice [26, 40, 39, 29].
All in all, many of Miller’s [26] insights from the
social sciences have found their way into research and
practice. An example of the latter is Google’s People +
AI Guidebook4 describing best practices for designing
human-centred AI and ML products and acknowledging
the importance of interaction and explainability in such
4 https://pair.withgoogle.com
systems. The lack of customisable explanations has also
received attention in the literature [34]. Schneider and
Handali [34] have reviewed an array of explainability
approaches focusing on their personalisation capabilit-
ies. They have observed that personalised explanations
in XAI and IML are generally absent from the existing
literature. To help researchers design and implement
such methods, Schneider and Handali [34] proposed a
generic framework for personalised explanations that
identifies their three adjustable properties: complex-
ity, content (called “decision information”, i.e., what
to explain) and presentation (how to explain, e.g., fig-
ures vs. text); Eiband et al. [7] discussed the latter two
properties from a user interface design perspective. Fur-
thermore, Schneider and Handali [34] highlighted that
interactive personalisation of explanations can either
be an iterative, e.g., a conversation, or a one-off pro-
cess, e.g., specifying constrains before the explanation
is generated. The latter approach does not, however,
require the explainability system to be interactive as
the same personalisation can be achieved off-line by ex-
tracting the personalisation specification from the ex-
plainee and subsequently incorporating it into the data
or algorithm initialisation. Interaction with explainab-
ility systems has also been acknowledged by Henin and
Le Me´tayer [12], who proposed a generic mathematical
formulation of black-box explainers consisting of three
distinct steps: sampling, generation and interaction.
While some explainability approaches introduced in
the literature are simply incapable of interactive per-
sonalisation – a number of them may still be person-
alised off-line – others are, however this property is
neither utilised [40] nor acknowledged. This lack of re-
cognition may be because the explainability system de-
signers do not see the benefits of this step or due to
the difficulties with building such systems (from the
engineering perspective) as well as evaluating them. To
facilitate interactive personalisation the user interface
has to be capable of delivering explanations and col-
lecting explainees’ feedback, which may require an in-
terdisciplinary collaboration with User Experience and
Human-Computer Interaction researchers. Systematic
evaluation and validation of this type of explainers is
also more elaborate, possibly requiring multiple rounds
of time-consuming user studies.
Despite these hurdles, a number of explainability
tools and techniques enable the user to personalise
explanations to some extent. Akula et al. [1] presen-
ted a dialogue-driven explainability system that uses
contrastive explanations based on predictions derived
from And-Or graphs and hand-crafted ontology, how-
ever generalising this technique may be challenging as
it requires hand-crafting separate ontology and And-Or
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graph for each application. Lakkaraju et al. [22] intro-
duced rule-based explanations that the user can per-
sonalise by choosing which features will appear in the
explanation – an off-line personalisation. Google pub-
lished their what-if tool5, which provides the explainee
with an interactive interface that allows generating con-
trastive explanations of selected data points by modi-
fying their features, i.e., asking “What if?” questions.
In our work we strive to bring together the most im-
portant concepts from this wide spectrum of research as
a generic and powerful aid to people building explainers
of predictive systems that allow explanation personal-
isation via on-line interaction. To this end, we provide
an overview of a voice-driven contrastive explainer built
for an ML loan application model, which allows the ex-
plainee to interrogate its predictions by asking coun-
terfactual questions [37]. We discuss our experience
from building, deploying and presenting the system,
which allowed us to critically evaluate its properties
and formulate further desiderata and lessons learnt. We
present these observations in the following sections as
guidelines for developing similar projects.
3 Interactively Customisable Explanations
As a first step towards personalised, interactive XAI
systems we developed Glass-Box [37]: a class-contrast-
ive counterfactual explainability system that can be
queried with a natural language dialogue (described in
Section 3.1). It supports a range of “Why?” questions
that can be posed either through a voice- or chat-based
interface. Building this system and testing it in the wild
provided us with invaluable experience and insights,
which we now share with the community as they may be
useful to anybody attempting to develop and deploy a
similar system – Sections 3.2 and 3.3 discuss interactive
explainers desiderata and properties respectively. The
feedback that helped us to refine our idea of interact-
ive XAI systems producing personalised explanations
(presented in Section 3.4) was collected while demon-
strating Glass-Box to a diverse audience consisting of
both domain experts, approached during the 27th In-
ternational Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence
(IJCAI 2018), and a lay audience, approached during
a local “Research without Borders” festival6 that is
open to the public and attended by pupils from local
schools. While at the time of presentation our system
was limited to class-contrastive counterfactual explana-
tions personalised by (implicitly) choosing data features
5 https://pair-code.github.io/what-if-tool/
6 The festival spans a wide range of research projects both
in social sciences and engineering.
that the counterfactual statements were conditioned on
and provided to the user in natural language, we believe
that our observations remain valid beyond this partic-
ular XAI technique. We hope to test this assumption
in our future work – see Section 4 for more details – by
employing the remaining four decision tree explainab-
ility modalities listed in the introduction, albeit in an
XAI system refined based on our experience to date.
3.1 Glass-Box Design
Glass-Box has been designed as a piece of hardware
built upon the Google AIY (Artificial Intelligence Your-
self) Voice Kit7 – a customisable hardware and software
platform for development of voice interface-enabled in-
teractive agents. The first prototype of Glass-Box util-
ised the Amazon Alexa skill Application Programming
Interface, however the limitations of this platform at
the time (the processing of data had to be deployed
to an on-line server and invoked via an API call) have
hindered the progress and prompted us to switch to
the aforementioned Google AIY Voice device. These re-
cent technological advancements in automated speech-
to-text transcription and speech synthesis provided as
a service allowed us to utilise an off-the-shelf, voice-
enabled, virtual, digital assistant to process explain-
ees’ speech and automatically answer their questions –
something that would not have been feasible had we de-
cided to build this component ourselves. We extended
the voice-driven user interface with a (textual) chat-
based web interface that displays the transcription of
the conversation and its history – to improve accessib-
ility of the system, among other things – in addition to
allowing the explainee to type in the queries instead of
saying them out loud.
To avoid a lengthy and possibly off-putting process
of submitting (mock) personal details – i.e., a data point
– to be predicted by the underlying Machine Learning
model and explained by Glass-Box, we opted for a pre-
defined set of ten data points. Any of them could be
selected and input to Glass-Box by scanning a QR code
placed on a printed card that also listed details of this
fictional individual.
Once a data point is selected, the explainee can al-
ter personal details of this fictional individual by in-
teracting with Glass-Box, e.g., “I am 27 years old, not
45.” Any input to the system is passed to a natural
language processing and understanding module built
using rasa8. Our deployment of the Glass-Box system
7 https://aiyprojects.withgoogle.com/voice
8 https://github.com/RasaHQ/rasa
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was based on the UCI German credit data set9 (using a
subset of its features) for which a decision tree classifier
was trained using scikit-learn10 [28]. Since the German
credit data set has a binary target variable (“good” or
“bad” credit score), the class contrast in the counter-
factual explanations is implicit. Nevertheless, this could
be easily generalised to a multi-class setting by requir-
ing the explainee to explicitly specify the contrast class,
taking the second-most likely one or providing one ex-
planation per class. A conceptual design of Glass-Box
is presented in Figure 2.
Explainee
Data
ML Model Training
Speech synthesis
and transcription 
   (cloud) 
I/O:
questions/
explanations
    
(text & speech)
Prediction
Data Point
Counterfactual
generator
Meta-data
User interface: 
intent extraction & 
output synthesis 
Glass-Box
?
Figure 2: Glass-Box design and information flow.
To facilitate some of the user interactions the data
set had to be manually annotated. This process allowed
the generation of engaging natural language responses
and enabled answering questions related to individual
fairness. The latter functionality was achieved by indic-
ating which features (and combinations thereof) should
be treated as protected attributes (features), hence had
a counterfactual data point conditioned on one of these
features been found, Glass-Box would indicate unfair
treatment of this individual. This functionality could
be invoked by asking “Is the decision fair?” question
and further interrogating the resulting counterfactual
explanation if one was found. Depending on the ex-
plainability and interactiveness requirements expected
of the system, other data set annotations may be re-
quired. Since annotation is mostly a manual process,
creating them can be time- and resource-consuming.
As noted before, the main objective of Glass-Box
is to provide the users with personalised explanations
whenever they decide to challenge the decision of the
underlying Machine Learning model. The explainee can
request and interactively customise the resulting coun-
terfactual explanations through a natural language in-
terface with appropriate dialogue cues. This can be
done in three different ways by asking the following
questions:
9 https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/statlog+
(german+credit+data)
10 https://scikit-learn.org/
– “Why?” – a plain counterfactual explanation – the
system returns the shortest possible class-contrast-
ive counterfactual;
– “Why despite?” – a counterfactual explanation not
conditioned on the indicated feature(s) – the system
returns a class-contrastive counterfactual that does
not use a specified (set of) feature(s) as its condi-
tion; and
– “Why given?” – a (partially-)fixed counterfactual
explanation – the system returns a counterfactual
that is conditioned on the specified (set of) fea-
ture(s).
By repetitively asking any of the above “Why?” ques-
tions the system will enumerate all the possible explan-
ations with the condition set (the features that need
to change) increasing in quantity until no more ex-
planations can be found. It is also possible to mix the
latter two questions into “Why given . . . and despite
. . . ?”, thereby introducing even stronger restrictions on
the counterfactual explanations. In addition to “Why?”
questions the explainee can also ask “What if?” In
this case it is the user who provides the contrast and
wants to learn the classification outcome of this hypo-
thetical data point. This question can be either applied
to the selected data point (which is currently being ex-
plained) or any of the counterfactual data points offered
by the system as an explanation. All of these require-
ments imposed by the user are processed by a simple
logical unit that translates the user requests into con-
straints applied to the set of features that the coun-
terfactual is allowed and/or required to be conditioned
upon. All of these happen through a natural language
dialogue, an example of which is depicted in Figure 3.
G
lass-B
ox
Explainee
?
Your loan application has been declined.
Why?
Had you earned more than £1000, instead
of £750, it would be accepted.
Disregarding my income and employment
type, what can I do to get the loan?
You already have 2 loans. Had you paid
them back, you would get this loan.
Figure 3: An example explanatory conversation
between Glass-Box and an explainee who personalises
the explanations by asking counterfactual questions.
The method used to generate counterfactual explan-
ations from the underlying decision tree classifier relies
upon a bespoke leaf-to-leaf distance metric. It allows
to find leaves of different classes to the one assigned to
the selected data point that require the fewest possible
changes to this data point in its feature space. One
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obvious solution to this problem is any neighbouring
leaf of a different class; this requires just one feature to
be altered. However, there may also exist leaves that
are relatively distant in the decision tree structure but
also require just one feature value change, for example,
when these two decision tree paths do not share many
features. This distance metric is computed by repres-
enting the tree structure in a binary meta-feature space
that is created by extracting all the unique feature par-
titions from the splits of the decision tree. Finally, an
L1-like metric (when a particular feature is present on
one branch and absent on the other, this distance com-
ponent is assumed to be 0) is calculated and minimised
to derive a list of counterfactual explanations ordered
by their length.
3.2 Explanation Desiderata
During the development stage and early trials of Glass-
Box we identified a collection of desiderata and proper-
ties that should be considered when building such sys-
tems. Some of these attributes are inspired by relevant
literature [44, 26, 20, 34], while others come from our
experience gained in the process of building the sys-
tem, presenting it to various audiences, discussing its
properties at different events and collecting feedback
about interacting with it. While this and the following
sections focus on desiderata for interactive and custom-
isable explanations, we provide an in-depth discussion
on this topic for generic explainability systems in our
work on “Explainability Fact Sheets” [36]. The relevant
subset of these desiderata are summarised in Table 1 as
well as collected and discussed below. Section 3.3, on
the other hand, examines the properties of interactive
explainability systems.
Given the complex nature of such systems, it would
be expected that some of these objectives might be at
odds with each other, their definition may be “fuzzy”,
they might be difficult to operationalise, their “correct”
application might depend on the use case, etc. Further-
more, striking the right balance between these desid-
erata can be challenging. Nevertheless, we argue that
considering them while designing interactive explainers
will improve the overall quality of the system, help the
designers and users understand their strengths and lim-
itations, and make the interaction feel more natural to
humans. Furthermore, some of these desired properties
can be achieved (and “optimised” for the explainees)
by simply allowing user interaction, thereby alleviating
the need of explicitly building them into the system.
For example, interactive personalisation of the explan-
ations (on-line, with user input) can mean that it does
not have to be solved fully algorithmically off-line.
The main advantage of Glass-Box interactiveness is
the explainee’s ability to transfer knowledge onto the
system – in this particular case various preferences with
respect to the desired explanation – thereby personal-
ising the resulting explanation [36, property U10, see
Table 1]. In our experience, personalisation can come
in many different shapes and forms, some of which are
discussed below. By interacting with the system the ex-
plainee should be able to adjust the breadth and scope of
an explanation [36, property F4]. Given the complex-
ity of the underlying predictive model, the explainee
may start by asking for an explanation of a single data
point (black-box prediction) and continue the interrog-
ation by generalising it to an explanation of a sub-space
of the data space (a cohort explanation) with the fi-
nal stage entailing the explanation of the entire black-
box model. Such a shift in explainee’s interest may re-
quire the explainability method to adapt and respond
by changing the target of the explanation [36, property
F3]. The user may request an explanation of a single
data point or a summary of the whole data set (train-
ing, test, validation, etc.), an explanation of a predict-
ive model (or its subspace) or any number of its pre-
dictions. Furthermore, interactive personalisation of an
explanation can increase the overall versatility of such
systems as customised explanations may serve differ-
ent purposes and have different functions [36, property
O7]. An appropriately phrased explanation may be used
as an evidence that the system is fair – either with
respect to a group or an individual depending on the
scope and breadth of the explanation – or that it is ac-
countable, which again can be investigated with a varied
scope, for example, a “What if?” question uncovering
that two seemingly indistinguishable data points yield
significantly different class assignment, aka adversarial
examples [10]. Importantly, if the explainer is flexible
enough and the interaction allows such customisation,
however the explanations were designed to serve only
one purpose, e.g., transparency, the explainee should be
explicitly warned of such limitations to avoid any un-
intended consequences. For example, the explanations
may be counterfactually actionable but they are not
causal as they were not derived from a causal model [36,
property O8].
Some of the aforementioned principles can be ob-
served in how Glass-Box operates. The contrastive
statements about the underlying black-box model can
be used to assess its transparency (their main purpose),
fairness (disparate treatment via contrastive statements
conditioned on protected attributes) and accountabil-
ity (e.g., answers to “What if?” questions that indic-
ate an unexpected non-monotonic behaviour). The con-
trastive statements are personalised via user-specified
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Functional Operational Usability
F3: Explanation Target O7: Function of the Explanation U3: Contextfullness
F4: Explanation Breadth/Scope O8: Causality vs. Actionability U6: Chronology
F7: Relation to the Predictive System U7: Coherence
U8: Novelty
U9: Complexity
U10: Personalisation
U11: Parsimony
Table 1: A subset of desiderata for explainability systems proposed by Sokol and Flach [36], which are applicable
to interactive explainers that support personalisation. (Please see Section 3.2 for a discussion.)
constrains of the conditional part (foil) of the counter-
factual explanation and by default are with respect to
a single prediction. Cohort-based insights can be re-
trieved by asking “What if?” questions with regard to
counterfactual explanations generated by Glass-Box –
Section 4 discusses how the scope and the target of our
explanations can be broadened to global explanations of
the black-box model. Given the wide range of possible
explanations and their uses some systems may produce
contradictory or competing explanations. Glass-Box is
less prone to such issues as the employed explainer is
ante-hoc [36, property F7], i.e., predictions and explan-
ations are derived from the same ML model, hence
they are always truthful with respect to the predictive
model. This means that contradictory explanations are
indicative of flaws in the underlying ML model, hence
can be very helpful in improving its accountability.
In day-to-day human interactions we are able to
communicate effectively and efficiently because we
share common background knowledge about the world
that surrounds us – a mental model of how to interact
with the world and other people [18]. Often, human-
machine interactions lack this implicit link making the
whole process feel unnatural and frustrating. There-
fore, the creators of interactive explainability tech-
niques should strive to make their systems coherent
with the explainee’s mental model to mitigate this phe-
nomenon as much as possible [36, property U7]. While
this objective may not be achievable in general, model-
ling a part of the user’s mental model, however small,
can make a significant difference. The two main ap-
proaches to extracting an explainee’s mental model are
interactive querying of the explainee in an iterative dia-
logue (on-line), or embedding the user’s characteristics
and preferences in the data or in the parameters of the
explainer (off-line), both of which are discussed in Sec-
tion 2.
For explainability systems this task is possible to
some extent as their operation and purpose are lim-
ited in scope in contrast to more difficult tasks like
developing a generic virtual personal assistant. Design-
ers of such systems should also be aware that many
interactions are underlined by implicit assumptions
that are embedded in the explainee’s mental model
and perceived as mundane, hence not voiced, for ex-
ample, the context of a follow-up question. However,
for human-machine interactions the context and its dy-
namic changes can be more subtle, which may cause
the coherence of the internal state of an explainer and
the explainee’s mental model to diverge [36, property
U3]. This issue can be partially mitigated by explicitly
grounding explanations in a context at certain stages,
for example, whenever the context shifts, which will
help the users to adapt by updating their mental model
and assumptions. Contextfullness will also help the ex-
plainee better understand the limitations of the system,
e.g., whether an explanation produced for a single pre-
diction can (or must not) be generalised to other (sim-
ilar) instances: “this explanation can be generalised to
other data points that have all of the feature values the
same but feature x5, which can span the 0.4 ≤ x5 < 1.7
range.”
Regardless of the system’s interactivity, the explan-
ations should be parsimonious – as short as possible
but not shorter than necessary – to convey the required
information without overwhelming the explainee [36,
property U11]. Maintaining a mental model of the user
can help to achieve this objective as the system can
provide the explainee only with novel explanations –
accounting for factors that the user is not familiar with
– therefore reducing the amount of information carried
by the explanation [36, property U8]. Another two user-
centred aspects of an explanation are its complexity and
granularity [36, property U9]. The complexity of ex-
planations should be adjusted according to the depth
of the technical knowledge expected of the intended
audience, and the level of detail chosen appropriately
for their intended use. This can either be achieved by
design (i.e., incorporated into the explainability tech-
nique), be part of the system configuration and para-
metrisation steps (off-line) or adjusted interactively by
the user as part of the explanatory dialogue (on-line).
Another aspect of an explanation, which is often expec-
ted by humans [26], is the chronology of factors presen-
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ted therein: the explainee expects to hear more recent
events first [36, property U6]. While this property is
data set-specific, the explainee should be given the op-
portunity to trace the explanation back in time, which
can easily be achieved via interaction.
Glass-Box attempts to approximate its users’ men-
tal models by mapping their interests and interaction
context (inferred from posed questions) to data features
that are used to compose counterfactual explanations.
Memorising previous interactions, their sequence and
the frequency of features mentioned by the user help
to achieve this goal and avoid repeating the same an-
swers – once all of the explanations satisfying given con-
straints were presented, the system explicitly states this
fact. Contextfullness of explanations is based on user in-
teractions and is implicitly preserved for follow-up quer-
ies in case of actions that do not alter the context and
are initiated by the user – e.g., interrogative dialogue.
Whenever the context shifts – e.g., a new personalised
explanation is requested by the user or an interaction is
initiated by Glass-Box – it is explicitly communicated
to the user. Contrastive explanations are inherently suc-
cinct, but a lack of parsimony could be observed for
some of Glass-Box explanations, which resulted in a
long “monologue” delivered by the system. In most of
the cases this was caused by the system “deciding” to
repeat the personalisation conditions provided by the
user to ensure their coherence with the explainee’s men-
tal model.
Glass-Box is capable of producing novel explana-
tions by using features that have not been acknow-
ledged by the user during the interaction. Interestingly,
there is a trade-off between novelty of explanations and
their coherence with the user’s mental model, which
we have not explored when presenting our system but
which should be navigated carefully to avoid jeopard-
ising explainee’s trust. Glass-Box was built to explain
predictions of the underlying ML model and did not
account for possible generalisation of its explanations
to other data points (the users were informed about it
prior to interacting with the device). However, the ex-
plainees can ask “What if?” questions with respect to
the counterfactual explanations, e.g., using slight vari-
ations of the explained data point, to explicitly check
whether their intuition about the broader scope of an
explanation holds up. Finally, chronology was not re-
quired of Glass-Box explanations as the data set used
to train the underlying predictive model does not have
any time-annotated features.
3.3 Glass-Box Properties
In addition to a set of interactive explainability system
desiderata, we consider a number of their general prop-
erties and requirements that should be considered prior
to their development. These are summarised in Table 2
and discussed below.
Assuming that the system is interactive, the com-
munication protocol between the explainee and the ex-
plainer should be carefully chosen to support the ex-
pected input and deliver the explanations in the most
natural way possible. For example, clearly indicating
which parts of the explanation can be personalised and
the limitations of this process should be disclosed to
the user [36, property O3, see Table 2]. The choice of
explanatory medium used to convey the explanation is
also crucial. Plots, interactive or not, can be very in-
formative, but may not convey the whole story due
to the curse of dimensionality and the limitations of
the human visual system [36, property O2]. Supporting
visualisations with textual description can greatly im-
prove their intelligibility, and vice versa, nevertheless
in some cases this approach may be sub-optimal, for
example, explaining images using only a natural lan-
guage interface. The intended audience should be con-
sidered in conjunction with the communication protocol
to choose a suitable explanation type [36, property O6].
Domain experts may prefer explanations expressed in
terms of the internal parameters of the underlying pre-
dictive model, but a lay audience may rather prefer
exemplar explanations that use relevant data points –
choosing the appropriate explanation domain [36, prop-
erty O4]. The audience also determines the purpose of
the explanation. For example, inspecting a predictive
model for debugging purposes will need a different sys-
tem than guiding the explainee with an actionable ad-
vice towards a certain goal like getting a loan. Inter-
active explainers can support a wide spectrum of these
properties by allowing the explainee to personalise the
output of the explainer as discussed in Section 3.2.
Achieving some of these objectives may require the
features of the underlying data set or the predictive
model itself to be transparent [36, property O5]. For
example, consider explaining a model trained on a
data set with features that are object measurements
in meters in contrast to magnitudes of embedding vec-
tors. When the raw features (original domain) are not
human-interpretable, the system designer may decide
to use an interpretable representation (transformed do-
main) to aid the explainee. Providing the users with
the provenance of an explanation may help them to
better understanding its origin, e.g., an explanation
purely based on data, model parameters or both [36,
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Operational Usability Safety
O1: Explanation Family U4: Interactiveness S3: Explanation Invariance
O2: Explanatory Medium
O3: System Interaction
O4: Explanation Domain
O5: Data and Model Transparency
O6: Explanation Audience
O10: Provenance
Table 2: A subset of properties of explainability systems proposed by Sokol and Flach [36], which are applicable
to interactive explainers that support personalisation. (Please see Section 3.3 for a discussion.)
property O10]. Choosing the right explanation family
is also important, for example: relation between data
features and the prediction, relevant examples such as
similar data points or causal mechanisms [36, property
O1]. Again, interactive explainers have the advantage
of giving the user the opportunity to switch between
multiple different explanation types. Furthermore, the
design of the user interface should be grounded in the
Interactive Machine Learning, Human-Computer Inter-
action, User Experience and Explainable Artificial In-
telligence research to seemingly deliver the explana-
tions. For example, the explainee should be given the
opportunity to reverse the effect of any actions that
may influence the internal state of the explainer and
the system should always respect user’s preferences and
feedback [36, property U4]. Finally, if an explanation of
the same event can change over time or is influenced by
a random factor, user’s trust is at stake. The explainee
should always be informed about the degree of explan-
ation invariance and its manifestation in the output of
an explainer [36, property S3]. This property is vital to
Glass-Box’s success, which we discuss in more detail in
Section 4.
3.4 Glass-Box Reception and Feedback
We presented Glass-Box to domain experts (general AI
background knowledge) and a lay audience with the in-
tention to gauge their reception of our prototype and
collect feedback that would help us revise and improve
our explainability system. To this end, we opted for in-
formal and unstructured free-form feedback, which was
mostly user-driven and guided by reference questions
(based on our list of desiderata) whenever necessary.
We decided to take this approach given the nature of
the events at which we presented our prototype – a sci-
entific conference and a research festival.
Glass-Box is composed of multiple independent
components, all of which play a role in the user’s re-
ception of the system:
– natural language understanding and generation,
– speech transcription and synthesis,
– voice and text user interfaces, and
– a data set that determines the problem domain.
Therefore, collecting free-form feedback at this early
stage helped us to pin-point components of the system
that required more attention and identify possible av-
enues for formal testing and design of user studies.
While presenting the device we only approached
members of the audience who expressed an interest in
interacting with the device and who afterwards were
willing to describe their experience. In total, we col-
lected feedback from 6 domain experts and 11 parti-
cipants of the research festival of varying demograph-
ics. When introducing the system and its modes of op-
eration to the participants, we assessed their level of
AI and ML expertise by asking background questions,
which allowed us to appropriately structure the feed-
back session.
While discussing the system with the participants,
we were mainly interested in their perception of its in-
dividual components and suggestions about how these
can be improved. Most of the participants enjoyed ask-
ing questions and interacting with the device via the
voice interface, however some of them found the speech
synthesis module that answered their questions “slow”,
“unnatural” and “clunky”. These observations have
prompted some of the participants to disable voice-
based responses and use the text-based chat interface
to read the answers instead of listening to them. When
asked about the quality of explanations, their compre-
hensibility and content, many participants were satis-
fied with received answers. They claimed that personal-
ised explanations provided them with information that
they were seeking for as opposed to the default explan-
ation given at first. However, some of them expressed
concerns regarding the deployment of such systems in
everyday life and taking the human out of the loop. The
most common worry was the impossibility to “argue”
and “convince” the explainer that the decision is incor-
rect and the explanation does not capture the complex-
ity of one’s case. Some participants were also sceptical
of the general idea of interacting with an AI agent and
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the fail-safe mode of the device, which produced “I can-
not help you with this query.” response whenever the
explainer could not answer the user’s question.
We plan to use all of this feedback and our experi-
ence in building interactive explainers to refine the sys-
tem focusing on its explanation personalisation aspect,
and test this particular component with formal user
studies. Isolating this module of the explainer will alle-
viate the influence of the user interface on the percep-
tion of the explanations, allowing us to investigate the
effectiveness and reception of personalised explanations
in a formal setting.
4 Discussion
Developing Glass-Box and demonstrating it to a diverse
audience provided us with a unique experience of build-
ing, deploying and refining interactive explainers. To
help researchers and engineers with a similar agenda
we summarise the lessons learnt in Section 4.1. We also
discuss our next steps in interactive and personalised
explainability research in Section 4.2 to draw attention
to interesting open questions.
4.1 Lessons Learnt
The major challenge of building Glass-Box was the
development overhead associated with setting up the
hardware and software needed to make it voice-enabled
and capable of processing the natural language. While
ready-made components were adapted for these pur-
poses, the effort required to build such a system is still
significant which may not always be justified. We en-
courage researchers to build such a system if the re-
search value lies in the system itself or it is used as
a means to an end, for example, research on interact-
ive explainability systems. In this case, one should be
aware of generalisability issues as each new data set
used within such a system must be adapted by prepar-
ing appropriate annotations and (possibly) training a
new natural language processing model. In many cases,
based on our observations, it seems that all this effort is
only justified when the creator of the system is commit-
ted to deploying it in real life. For research purposes,
however, the engineering overhead can be overwhelm-
ing, in which case we suggest using the Wizard of Oz
studies [5] as an accessible alternative.
Once Glass-Box was operational, its major usabil-
ity barrier was the time-consuming process of inputting
personal data when role-playing the loan application
process. At first, we implemented this step as a voice-
driven question-answering task but even with just 13
attributes (most of which were categorical) this proved
to be a challenge for the explainee. We overcame this is-
sue by pre-defining 10 individuals whom the explainee
could impersonate. We then allowed the explainee to
further customise the attributes of the selected indi-
vidual by asking Glass-Box to edit them (with voice-
and text-based commands). In hindsight, we believe
that this kind of task should be completed by using
a dedicated input form (e.g., a questionnaire delivered
as a web page), thereby giving the explainee the full
control of the data input process and mitigating the
lengthy “interrogation” process.
The interactive aspect of Glass-Box (discussed in
length in Section 3.1) provides many advantages from
the point of view of explainability. For example, it en-
ables the explainee to assess individual fairness of the
underlying predictive model and personalise the explan-
ations (see Sections 3.2 and 3.3 for more details). How-
ever, not all types of explainability algorithms allow for
the resulting explanation to be interactively custom-
ised and personalised, restricting the set of tools that
can be deployed in such a setting. If incorporating the
user feedback (delivered as part of the interaction, e.g.,
via argumentation [25]) into the underlying predictive
model is desired, this model has to support refinements
beyond the training phase, further reducing the num-
ber of applicable Machine Learning and explainability
techniques.
As noted in Section 3.2, some of the interactiv-
ity and personalisation desiderata cannot be achieved
without “simulating” the explainee’s mental model.
While we believe that cracking this problem will be a
corner stone of delivering explanations that feel natural
to humans, we do not expect it to be solved across the
board in the near future.
In case of Glass-Box, where the explanations are
presented to the user as counterfactual statements, we
observed a tendency amongst the explainees to general-
ise an explanation of a single data point to other, relat-
ively similar, instances. However tempting, Glass-Box
explanations cannot be generalised as they are derived
from a predictive model (structure of a decision tree)
that does not encode and account for the causal struc-
ture of the underlying phenomenon. This can some-
times lead to contradictory explanations, which can be
detrimental to the explainee’s trust. Since Glass-Box
uses an ante-hoc explainability algorithm (i.e., explan-
ations and predictions are derived from the same ML
model), contradictory, incorrect or incoherent explana-
tions are indicative of issues embedded in the underly-
ing predictive model, which should be reported to and
addressed by the model creators. However, if a post-
hoc explainability tool is employed (explanations are
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not derived directly from the predictive model, e.g.,
surrogate explainers), contradictory explanations mani-
fest a problem with the system. This issue cannot be
uniquely pinpointed and can either be attributed to a
low-fidelity explainer or to an underperforming predict-
ive model, putting explainees’ trust at risk. Commu-
nicating the limitations of the explanations clearly can
help to partially mitigate this problem; grounding the
explanations in a context (see Section 3.2) is another
approach.
While truthful to the underlying black box, an ante-
hoc explainability approach may not be available for a
chosen predictive model. For example, deep neural net-
works are intrinsically complex, which encumbers ex-
plaining them without resorting to proxies. This obser-
vation highlights another trade-off of AI-based systems:
predictive power vs. transparency [11]. Simpler models
such as decision trees are less expressive but more inter-
pretable. On the other hand, complex models such as
deep neural networks are more powerful at the expense
of opacity. It is still possible to explain the latter model
family with proxies and post-hoc approaches, but issues
with the fidelity and truthfulness of such explanations
can be unacceptable, e.g., in high-stakes situations such
as criminal justice or financial matters [33]. These con-
clusions have led some researchers (e.g., Rudin [33]) to
deem post-hoc explainers as outright harmful. Instead,
they argue, developers behind predictive systems for
high-stake applications should invest more time in fea-
ture engineering and restrict their toolkit to inherently
transparent ML models.
As might be expected, the power and flexibility of
Glass-Box explanations comes at a cost. The interact-
iveness of the process enables malicious users to ask for
explanations of arbitrary data points, which in large
quantities may expose internals of the underlying pre-
dictive model [36, properties S1 and S2]. Adversaries
can misuse the information leaked by the system in an
attempt to reverse-engineer the underlying predictive
model (which may be proprietary) or use this know-
ledge to game it. This is particularly visible in Glass-
Box as the condition of the counterfactual explanations
is based on one of the splits in the underlying decision
tree, thereby revealing the exact threshold applied to
one of the features, e.g., “had you been older than
25,. . . ” implies age > 25 internal splitting node. Since
every explanation reveals a part of the tree structure
(at least one split), with a certain budget of queries the
adversary can reconstruct the tree.
This issue is intrinsic to ante-hoc explainers but may
also affect high-fidelity post-hoc approaches, albeit to
a lesser extent since in the latter case the explanations
are not generated directly from the black-box model.
This undesired side-effect can be controlled to some ex-
tent by limiting the explanation query budget for un-
trustworthy users or obfuscating the precise (numerical)
thresholds. The latter can be achieved either by inject-
ing random noise (possibly at the expense of explainees’
trust) or replacing the numerical values with quantitat-
ive adjectives, e.g., “slightly older” (shown to enhance
user satisfaction [4]). The trade-off between transpar-
ency and security of interactive explainers should be
explicitly considered during their design stage, with ap-
propriate mitigation technique implemented and docu-
mented.
4.2 Next Steps
One of the main contributions of Glass-Box lies in the
composition of its software stack and hardware architec-
ture. While investigating the challenge of readying such
a system for a deployment is one possible avenue for fu-
ture research, we believe that a more interesting direc-
tion is to design explainability tools and techniques that
facilitate (interactive) personalisation of their explana-
tions. Since the latter research aspect is conditioned
upon the availability of the former, we plan to use the
Wizard of Oz approach [5] to mitigate the need for
building an interactive user interface that is responsible
for processing the natural language. In this scenario, the
input handling and the output generation are done by a
human disguised as an intelligent interface, who can ac-
cess all the components of the tested explainability ap-
proach and is only allowed to take predefined actions.
Therefore, bypassing an algorithmic natural language
interface by using the Wizard of Oz [5] approach will
allow us to focus our research agenda on designing and
evaluating the properties of personalised explanations.
It will also ensure that our findings are not adversely
affected by poor performance of the natural language
interface.
To this end, we will use a bespoke surrogate ex-
plainer of black-box predictions similar to the Local In-
terpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations (LIME) [30]
algorithm. Our explainer uses decision trees as the local
surrogate model [38], whereas LIME is based on a
sparse linear regression. Among others, this modifica-
tion allows us to improve the fidelity of the explainer by
reducing the number of conflicting explanations. Fur-
thermore, a tree-based surrogate inherits the best of
both worlds: the explainer is model-agnostic, hence it
can be used with any black-box model, and it can take
advantage of the wide variety of explanations supported
by decision trees (as discussed in Section 1).
We plan to apply this approach to three different
data domains: tabular data, text, and images, which
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tests its capacity of interactively generating personal-
ised explanations for a range of tasks. We expect object
recognition for images and sentiment analysis for text
to be the most effective evaluation tasks as they do not
require any background knowledge. In our studies, the
explainees will be asked to interactively personalise two
aspects of the explanations: an interpretable represent-
ation of the data features and their content.
The objective of the first task depends on the data
domain. For text, it will allow the explainees to adjust
and introduce the concepts that can only be expressed
with multiple words since the default interpretable rep-
resentation would be a bag of words. For images, the
users will modify the default super-pixel segmentation
to separate semantically meaningful regions – see the
example shown in Figure 1 and discussed in Section 1.
For tabular data, the interpretable representation is
achieved by discretising continuous features. Since the
local surrogate model is a decision tree, this represent-
ation is learnt automatically and cannot be explicitly
modified by the explainee. We will give the users indir-
ect control over the feature splits by allowing them to
adjust the tree structure in terms of depth, the number
of data points required for a split and the minimum
number of data points per leaf.
The second personalisation objective will allow the
explainee to choose the explanation type and custom-
ise it accordingly. The visualisation of the surrogate tree
structure can either depict the whole tree or zoom in
on its selected part. The explainee will also be able to
inspect tree-based feature importance either by view-
ing all of them in a list or by querying the importance
of the chosen ones. These two explanation types will
allow the user to grasp the overall behaviour of the
black-box model in the vicinity of the explained data
point. For text and images these will be the interactions
between the words and super-pixels in that region, i.e.,
within a sentence and an image respectively, and for
tabular data the influence of raw features and ranges
of their values. Furthermore, the explainee will be able
to get personalised explanations of individual predic-
tions. A counterfactual retrieved from the local tree,
e.g., “had these two super-pixels/words not been there,
the image/sentence would be classified differently”, will
be customised by specifying constraints appearing in its
condition. Next, the explainee can request a logical rule,
e.g., “these three super-pixels/words must be present
and these two must be removed”, for any leaf in the tree,
which will be extracted from the corresponding root-
to-leaf path. Both of these explanations will allow the
user to understand how parts of an image or a sentence
(super-pixels and words respectively) come together to
predict a data point. Finally, the user can view exem-
plar explanations of any prediction, which come from
the part of the surrogate training set – generated by
perturbing the selected data point, possibly in the in-
terpretable domain – assigned to the relevant tree leaf.
This means that the exemplars will be images with oc-
cluded super-pixels, sentences with missing words and,
for tabular data, slight variations of the explained data
point in its original feature space. We believe that this
diverse set of personalised explanations will encourage
the user to investigate different aspects of the black-
box model thus lead to a better understanding of its
behaviour.
Interactions form another aspect of a system that
delivers a multitude of different explanation types. A
user who has learnt which features are important may
want to know whether one of the counterfactual ex-
planations is conditioned upon them. In particular, we
want to investigate whether the user would discount
the counterfactual explanations conditioned upon un-
important features and focus on the ones that include
important factors. Also, we are interested in how the
user’s confidence is affected upon discovering that most
of the (counterfactual) explanations are based on fea-
tures indicated as unimportant by a different explana-
tion type.
As part of the study we aim to recognise current lim-
itations of the interaction and personalisation aspects
of the system by taking note of the requests that failed
from the user’s perspective. The possibility of retriev-
ing multiple counterfactuals of the same length (the
same number of conditions) brings up the question of
their ordering. One approach is to use a predefined, fea-
ture-specific “cost” of including a condition on that fea-
ture into the explanation. This heuristic can be based
on the purity (accuracy) of the counterfactual leaf, the
cumulative importance of features that appear on the
corresponding root-to-leaf path, the collective import-
ance of features listed in its conditional statement or,
simply, the number of training data points falling into
that leaf [39]. However, a more user-centred approach is
to allow the explainee to supply this information either
implicitly or explicitly during the interaction.
To improve the quality of the interactions, we will
build a partial mental model of the explainee using a
formal argumentative [6] dialogue introduced by Mad-
umal et al. [25]. Many user arguments can be parsed
into logical requirements, allowing for further personal-
isation and more convincing explanations. The roles in
this dialogue can also be reversed to assess and val-
idate the explainee’s understanding of the black-box
model – the machine questioning the human [42, 43].
In this interrogative dialogue, if an insight about the
black box voiced by the user is incorrect, the system
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can provide a personalised explanation in an attempt to
correct explainee’s beliefs. Asking the user “What if?”
questions can further assist in this task by directing the
explainee’s attention towards evidence relevant to the
preconceived misconceptions. When an interaction is
finished, a succinct excerpt summarising the whole ex-
planatory process (similar to a court transcript) can be
provided to the user as a reference material. This doc-
ument should only contain explanations that the user
has challenged or investigated in detail, avoiding the
ones that agree with the explainee’s mental model.
The mental model can also be utilised to adjust
the granularity and complexity of explanations. For ex-
ample, a disease can be explained in medical terms –
e.g., on a bacterial level – or with easily observable ex-
ternal symptoms – e.g., cough and abnormal body tem-
perature – depending on the audience. While solving
this task for a generic case is currently not feasible, we
will investigate possible approaches for a data set that
exhibits a hierarchy of low-level features, which can be
hand-crafted and incorporated into the explainer.
5 Summary and Conclusions
In this paper we discussed the benefits that Interactive
Machine Learning can bring to eXplainable Artificial
Intelligence and Interpretable Machine Learning. We
showed how personalised explanations can improve the
transparency of a Machine Learning model and how
they can be generated via a human-machine interac-
tion. While other aspects of an explainability system
can also be made interactive, we argued that one of the
major benefits comes from personalisation. In particu-
lar, we showed the difference between interactiveness of
an explainability system – e.g., interactive plots – and
interactiveness of an explanation – e.g., personalisation.
We supported our discussion and claims with exper-
ience gained from building and demonstrating Glass-
Box: a class-contrastive counterfactual explainability
system that communicates with the user via a natural
language dialogue. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first XAI system tested in the wild that supports
explanation customisation and personalisation via in-
teraction.
Our experience building Glass-Box and experiment-
ing with it helped to identify a collection of desired
functionality and a set of properties that such systems
should have. We discussed which ones are applicable
to Glass-Box, and summarised a list of lessons that we
have learnt. The most important one draws attention to
the engineering overhead required to build such a sys-
tem despite adapting many off-the-shelf components.
We concluded that one should avoid this effort in fa-
vour of Wizard of Oz studies when the main object-
ive is to use such a platform as a test bed for various
explainability techniques, unless the intention is to de-
ploy it afterwards. Other key observations concerned
both the importance and impossibility of simulating an
explainee’s mental model. While doing so is highly be-
neficial, fully satisfying this requirement is out of reach
at present. Nevertheless, we observed that by using a
formal argumentation framework to model a part of the
user-machine interactions, it may be possible to extract
some relevant knowledge from the explainee, which can
be utilised to this end.
To ground our study we have reviewed relevant liter-
ature, where we identified three related research strands
and showed how our work has the potential to bridge
them together. Our investigation has shown that while
some of the explainability algorithms and tools are cap-
able of explanation personalisation via user interaction,
many more are not. A number of other explainability
approaches, such as contrastive explanations, can easily
support such interactions, however their implementa-
tions lack this functionality. Finally, these observations
combined with our findings helped us to devise next
steps for our research, which pivot around investigat-
ing personalised explanations and their properties in a
more principled way.
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